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A PROGRAMME TO REOUCE DOWN-TIME A N D S I T E MDIATIOM COSE THRSUCH
IH OW1IRPL ROP PESIOT

J. A. Izatt and «j. Scobie

Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre
Cast Kilbride, Glasgow, Scotland.

ABSTRACT

In nany nuclear facilities a high proportion of the total radiation dose
to staff nay be ascribed to a wry few routine operations, and indeed in son»a
eases f̂riy-cme operation may.jame...ta.-domiiiate the doso-figwes. Often this
critical operation will require significant shut-down tine, both to perform
the function itself and to allow sufficient decay tine to reduce radiation
levels to acceptable values. In these .circumstances a careful re-assessment
of the design of particular items of plant or of modes of operation r.sy lead
to substantial Improvements In overall efficiency and radiation safety.

A good example-of \his situation arises on the UTR-3OO reactor at
S.U.R.R.C., where over the twenty years of operation i t has been found necessary
to carry out preventive, and on some occasions remedial, main anance at least
once per year on the in-core elements of the control rod assemblies. This has
led Inevitably to reduced availability of the reactor and to significant overall
radiation doses to the few long-serving staff members who carry out tliis work.
The source of the problem seems to He 1n the basic design of the assemblies,
which may have been adequate for the original 10 kH versions of this reactor,
but has proven to be deficient 1n several respects at the present 300 kU
operating level.

In an attempt to reduce down-time and radiation dose to staff a radical
re-design of the control assemblies was undertaken In-house, and a conversion
programme has been underway over the last two years. Details of the design
Improvements arc presented together with a discussion of the operating
experience to date.



INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this paper 1s to discuss measures being taken
to reduce reactor maintenance down-time and personnel radiation.exposures
on the OTR-300 reactor at the Scottish Universities Research and Reactor
Centre (SURRC). However, before proceeding to this matter it might be
useful•to make some brief general comments on the iiistory and present
situation of the unfversity reactor centres in the U.K., with particular
reference to SURRfc itself. .:

UNIVERSITY REACT03 CENTRES IN THE U.K. •

In the early sixties the U.K. was producing more nuclear electricity
than the rest of the world combined, and extensive programmes of applied
and academic research were underway at a number of research, reactors
operated by the U.X. Atomic Energy Authority. While universityiworKers
had fairly easy access to the latter'for some purposes, there were ma*jy
areas of research and in particular teaching for which it was quite impract-
icable to use these facilities. It was widely felt, particularly rWithin
university engineering faculties, that a ludicrous situation had developed
in which the U.K. was developing a substantial nuclear .power industry, with
a concomitant demand for trained personnel, but with;* complete absence of
nuclear''facilities within the higher educational establishments. Unfavour-
able comparisons -were inevitably made with the situation outside the U.K.,
where iiiost industrial nations; ̂and indeed many developing countries, had
their own university•'reactor facilities.

In 1962 the If. K; government agreed to fund the establishment of
several university reactor centres throughout the country, and eventually
four such centres were set up; at Risley, near Manchester, for the
Universities of Manchester and-Liverpool; at Ascot, near London, for the
University of London}0 in ton-don'itself for Queen Mary College; and at

; SURRO. - AlVof these Centres' have operated successfully over the years, with
- very few operationaT difficulties, and have been very intensively used,

both for reilisarcharritffo'r̂  teaching. Two of the reactors, those at. Risley
and at'SOftRC,terQv$graded around 1970 from 100 kW to 300 kW operation,
tha two London reactors being rated at 100 kW. ; :•'•

During the past two years thare have been significant reductions in
U.K. government support for the universities, so that the latter have been
forced to look Very critically at every aspect of their spending. As
peripheral institutes, the reactor centres come under particularly intense
scrutiny, with in!£ach case review bodies being set up to consider, the
arguments-for, and costs of, various options, ranging from continued
operation at the present leva! to. complete decommissioning of:the reactors.
The sffla11ies't":«T!the: centres, that at Queen Mary College, has now been closed,
-with the reacftbr" completely removed, and the site being restored for
alternative' use1."- All o-f the others have suffered reductions in staffing
levels and operating budgets, but their continued existence appears to be
guaranteed for a few years at least.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH THE UTR-300 REACTOR

SURRC is at present operated for a consortium of seven Scottish
Universities, to provide facilities for research and teaching over a wide

11 ra'ncje iff interests, including reactor technology, radio-isotope applications,
nuclear physics, nuclear medicine;, environmental science, geolog**"! and
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carbon-14 dating. Reactor-related activit ies make iip perhaps.a quarter
•of the.whole. . • • . . . . : , « . • • Hl.M

Before the Centre,was established five commercially-available reactors
• were considered by a selection committee, the choice fa l l ing on the UTR

resctor, a modified Argonaut design manufactured by Advanced Technology
Laboratorios. Of the seven or so UTR reactors which were bui l t up to 1964,
several ore s t i l l operating; the recently-dosed QMC reactor was in fact
the lost to be bui l t . • ;

A diagram of the UTR-300 core layout is shown in Fig. 1 and an outline
,of the SD-cification in Table 1. In the UTR series the SURRC reactor was
the only cvz to be designed for 100 kW operation, a l l .the others being
Operated at least in i t ia l l y , at 10 kW or less, and although some appropriate
design-modifications were mado to the shielding and to the cooling system,
the co.Titnissioning period in 1963 was unusually protracted due to two major
problems. : :

The f i r s t of.these involved very high radiation levels from those
parts of the primary water circuit outside the reactor shielding, principally
the return pipe and dump tank. Although these components are located in
a pi t sunk into the reactor hall f loor, the original shielding was quite
inadequate to cope with the greatly increased n i t r ogen^ act iv i ty arriving
at the pit due not only to tha ten-fold power increase but also to a four-
fold increase in coolant flow-rate. The installation of a shielded delay
tank eventually cured this problem, although not without some hydraulics
d i f f icu l t ies .

UTR ctres consist of twelve MTR-type fuel elements in two rows of s ix,
and in a l l previous reactors these were, made up of twelve plates with a
uranium-aluminium fuel material. For the SURRC reactor a change was made
to a uraniura-oxide-aluiiinium material, and i t may be. that this was partly
responsible for the other commissioning embarrassment, namely that the
reactor refused to go cr i t ica l with a f u l l loading of 12-plate elements. As
i t turned out this was less of a set-back than i t f i r s t appeared, since the
elements were very quickly re-bui l t to 13-plate configuration, with only
a few days delay in the commissioning programme.

Apart from these early troubles, and the control-rod maintenance
problems which form the subject of the main part of this paper, the SURRC
reactor has operated very reliably over the past twenty years. For the
f i r s t seven of these i t was operated at powers up to 100 kW, but with a
limitation of 10 kW on the yearly average power level. In 1968 this was
relaxed to 30 kW to satisfy the increasing demand for reactor irradiations,
and in 1970 the.reactor was upgraded to 300 kW operation.. An account of
the experience gained during this upgrading exercise was presented at the
1981 Julich seminar. . , . .'

At the present time the reactor is operating well and there seems to
be no engineering reason why i t should not continue to do so for another
ten years or so. ; ., '••' : i .'":'•

REACTIVITY AND. FUEL CHANGES •- ' •' ... . • . •*''..-....

When the l i m i t a t i o n on maximum yearly,.average power was relaxed t o
30 kW i n 1969 i t was rea l i sed tha t one r e s u l t o f running a t t h i s l eve l



would, be.that the operational excess reactivity of the core would drop
bslow a workable level in two to three years. Consequently consideration
was given to ways in which the reactivity could be increased. Ruling «ut
the possibil ity of replacing the entire core with fresh fuel i t became c l "
that the only feasible method would be to convert some or al l of the
thirteeh-plate elements to fourteen-plate configuration. Calculations of
the variation of relative cr i t ical mass of the UTR core as a function of
the inter-plate spacing show that for thirteen-plate spacing the cr i t ica l
mass is near to the minimum vaTue and that the core is sl ightly under-
moderated so as to give a satisfactory negative void coefficient. With
fourteen plates the core becomes oven more under-moderated but with an
increase in the cr i t ical mass by nearly five per cent. The addition of a
fourteenth plate to each element increases the total mass by nearly eight
per cent, and on a very cruce argument i t is then deduced that a gain in
reactivity of just over 1% < would res.ult. Results of in-core measurenv
with two fourteen-plate elements were in surprisingly good agreement wit1

these rough estimates.

At the annual maintenance shut-down in 1973 a fourteenth plate was added '
each of two elements. As distinct from al l the existing plates, which h?
uranium-oxide-aluminium fuel with a 22 gn loading of 90% U-235, the two •
plates had uranium metal-aluminum fuel with a 24.5 grn U-235 loading. B;-
summer 1980 the excess reactivity of the cold core had dropped to approxi-
mately 0.25% K, at which level i t becomes d i f f i cu l t to carry out a f u l l
weekly operational programme. Consequently another two elements were
converted to fourteen-plate configuration, and with this further addition
of fuel the cold reactivity increased to 0.47% &. At the annual in-core
maintenance in 1982 elements were shuffled to bring the core into i ts mo*+
reactive configuration; a further two elements wi l l have to be converter*
to 14-plate form in 1984.

The simple construction of the UTR element makes i t relatively straightfor
to dismantle and re-assemble with new spacers and i f good hot-cell f a c i l i J

were available i t would be easy to perform this operation on the active f
In the absence of such fac i l i t ies I t becomes a fa i r ly major exercise, but
happily not one which has to be done frequently.

With these changes the core now contains eight thirteen-plate elements er

four fourte^-Mate elements, and of the 160 fuel plates, a l l but 6 have
in constant usrt for over twenty years. At least four elements are inspf"
visually at th'-- manual maintenance shut-down and none show any signs of
significant r^-^^i oration. Likewise there have been no indications of
cladding failura from the weekly measurements of water activi ty and impr
levels. I t is anticipated that with further element conversions the cor'"
w i l l last for at least another six years.

CONTROL-ROD ASSEMBLIES

1. Experience with Original Units

Over all the twenty years of operation of the SURRC reactor by far the r-'
cause of unscheduled maintenance dowr-time and of personnel radiation
exposure h?s hô rr unsatisfactory performance of one or other of the four
control-rod rssernblies. Not only has it been necessary to perform prev-

maintenance at least annually on t'-e in-core components of these assemble
''but on several occasions the performance of one of the rods h?' rieterior-
suddenly to su":h an extent thnt operations have had to be discontinued a.
the fuel u n t i e d to allow access to the faulty mechanism, entailing on *»»•
occasion the loss of around two weeks operation, and leading to signifir-
increases in radiation exposure to the staff involved.



Over a six-year period between 1°72 and 1978 a total of about 75
operating.days were lost due to tin's cause. In itself this may not.seem to
be too serious, but the bald figure discounts a great deal of effort'
involved in re-organising irradiation programmes, and in fuel movements,
rod maintenance, etc., .not to mention the increased radiation exposure.
Average total personnel exposure "ovt.-r these maintenance shut-downs is of
the order of 10 milli-Sieverts (1 Ren), with most of this being received
by the. two long-serving staff members who carry out the rod maintenance,
so that each is receiving .in the region of 3 m Sv over a period of a few
days..; Cn the occasions when two shut-downs have been required in one year
these workers might receive 6 m Sv. from this source alone, and their total
dose, over the whole ye?.r might approach 10 m Sv. Although these are not
particularly high figures they become more significant when it is considered
that the workers concerned have been doing this work for twenty years, with
perhaps many more to come.

As a result of the unsatisfactory behaviour of the control-rod
assemblies during the mid-seventies it wa"s decided that a long-term programme
should be implemented with the object of constructing and installing new
assemblies which would be free of rest of the defects suffered by the
original units. This pro gramme ha; rev, been underway for a number of years,
with the present control-rod corcp lerr.ent oeing two original units and two
new units., It is intended that .h? final two new units should be installed
in 1984. ...

2. Original Control-Rod Dc-sign

The general arrangement of both the original and the new UTR-300
control-rod assemblies, in relation to the reactor core and the top shielding
closures, is shown in Fig. 2. An outline specification is included in Table 1.

The mechanisms are of "window-blind" design, the Bora! blade being
• suspended within a sheath from a stainless-steel strip which is wound around
a 22 cm. diameter drum, the latter being connected by a 3 m. long shaft
through the reactor shielding to a motor, reduction gearbox and electro-
magnetic clutch at the outside face of the reactor. Rapid snut-down is
effected by breaking the current to the clutches thus allowing the rods to
fall in under gravity (in a nominal 0.5 seconds).

There are several- unsatisfactory features in the design of these units
which have given rise to the recurrent problems.

(a) The Boral plates are wery thin (3 mm.) as is the aluminium cladding,
and this.makes it difficjlt to weld at the cut edges during manufacture
of the blades. Pinholes are left which allow moisture to penetrate,
and the result is the development of blisters which eventually grow to
impede the motion of the Dlede within its sheath. Since the open end
of the sheath is near the open top of the reactor core tanks it is
inevitable that moisture wi'il be present. This problem eased considerably
following the fitting of 7cose covers cn top of the core tanks.

(b) The rods are driven' by a ve>~y long shaft through the shielding* the
bearings' for which are practically inaccessible, and the effects of

inadequate'lubrication combine to impede the free fall of
the blade.



(c) The winding drums and their associated bearings are contained in
housings which sit on top of the graphite reflector up against the

,-,r hJtp&fi.f the core, tanks. • They, are thus exposed to &;\very high rteutron
••'?'.-."if^ji! 'arid;.several, stainless-steel components;-.:9CQ,u-»j:e ;a. high Jeyel of

''^ypri^-^y&d .r4dioa£ti.v.i.-jty which, hinders mai'njtcjnance.kiperations1. ..

(d) The "situation of the rod drive units close'to the5"core tanks and under
the bottom layer of shielding means that all the fuel has to be removed
to store before they can be taken out for maintenance, and in practice
this introduced a minimum delay of one week to allow the fuel activity
to die away to a reasonable level. Since the fuel is now much more
active than it was, this waiting period has been lengthened to around
two weeks in recent years.

3. New Control-Rod Design
••.

The main differences between this and the original design are that the
driving motors and clutches are now mounted directly on the drum housing,
doing away with the long drive shaft, and that all the drive components have
now been raised by about 0.5 m. into chambers within the bottom layer of
shielding, where it is anticipated that the radiation level will be below
that which would cause significant damage to the motor insulation.

A number of benefits should follow.

(a) Control assemblies may be removed for maintenance without disturbing
the fuel. A system of mechanical and electrical interlocks and
administrative controls ensure that only one rod can be removed at any
tine, and that this can only be done with the coolant dumped.

(b) The removal of the long drive shafts improves the rod-drop times.

(c) Conventional lubricants may now be used on the drive bearings.

(d) The control-rod sheaths now extend through the above-core space into .
the shielding thus reducing the ingress of moisture.

(e) Radiation levels during maintenance significantly reduced now that the
drive units are exposed to a much lower neutron flux.

The first of the new assemblies was installed in September 1981, but
the initial operating experience was not encouraging. On a number of
occasions through January 1932 the rod failed to go fully home when asked
to drop, sticking in each case at around 255$ withdrawal. After following a
number of false leads it was discovered that the slot in the graphite reflector,
in which the rod sits, was not of uniform cross-section all the way to the
bottom, and indeed over a substantial area the width was significantly below
the original design figure. Accordingly, the slot was reamed out to the'
latter value, and since this action was taken the assembly has operated
perfectly. Another of the new assemblies was installed in September 1982
and no faults have developed in this unit.

The limited experience thus far with the new units gives reason to
believe that the benefits outlined above will be forthcoming. In particular
'the ability to remove a unit for maintenance within a day or two of reactor
shut-down, without the necessity for fuel removal, promises to lead to
significant reductions in reactor down-time and radiation dose commitment
over the years ahead.
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T A B L E 1

Maximum continuous power level 300 kW

Crit ical mass 3210 gm U-235

Geometry Two 15 x 50 cm slabs separated by 45 cm of graphite r
reflected by 30 cm of graphite.

Moderator-coolant Light water.
Excess k f - with un1rradiated core 1.5 per cent &K/K at 32°C water

temperature
Prompt-neutron lifetime....... 1.35 x 10 see.
Fuel elements ••

Number of fuel element assemblies 12
Number of fuel plates per assembly 13 or 14
Fuel plate dimensions : ' 66 x 7.5 x 0.2 cm
Enrichment - 90S (approx) U-235
U-235 per plate 22 gm or 24J gm
Water gap • 9.2 m (13 plate)

8.3 m (14plate)
•Cladding 0.5 mm of Aluminium.

Fuel containing matrix 'U02 + Al (22 ^m)
r U/AL alloy (24J gm):

Control Rods (4 off) • : _ :_
Worth one rod... ^.M.OX &K/K

four rods ..M.SZ 6K/K
Speed of travel. Withdrawal rate *v 8 cm/min

"••••• ' Scram time for
^ ./ .. complete insertion v 0.5 sec

Control elements Material...'.:; ..Borai 22.5 x 58.5 x 0.3 cm
1 Reactivity input rates

One rod. ^ ± 0.0022 per cent AK/JC per sec (r
Four rods. ^ i 0.0'i per cent AK/K per sec (aw

Reactivity effects
1 per cent change in fuel loading v±0.3 per cent &K/K
Negative temperature coefficient 0.007 per cent &K/K per °C
Negative void (moderator) , . ;
coefficient • 0.17 per Cent Aie/ic per cent void

Removal of water from core tank - 30 per cent &K/K (approx)
Process water ;

Purity 1 pito total solids, 1 micromho conductivity
Flow . i

Start up 1 litfe/sec
Normal operation (at 300 kW).. 3.6 Htres/sec {

Minimum temperature 10°C
Normal temperature to core ^ 30°C
Temperature from core at 300 kW.. *v 50°C j
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A — ORIGINAL CONTROL ROD DESIGN
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